
 

Warm Up 

Control. 10 minutes. 

Set Up: 2 squares 10 yards apart. 

U7-U9: 

1. Drop ball on to top of right foot and control, keeping ball in 

the 

square 

2. Speed dribble to opposite square3. Repeat step 1. with left 

foot. 

U10-U13: 

1. Toss ball in the air and control with the top of the right foot. 

2. Speed dribble to opposite square 3. Repeat step 1. with 

left foot. 

4. Toss ball higher and higher to test yourself. 

U14+: 

1. 2/3 small juggles then a high juggle and control on top of right 

foot, keeping ball in the square 2. Speed dribble to opposite 

square 3. Repeat step 1. with left foot. 

4. try to put the ball higher and higher in the air while remaining in control. 

Coaching Points: 

1. Point toes up 

2. Relax foot and ankle on contact 

3. Cushion ball by moving foot back to the ground 

Dribbling 

Dribbling. 

Set up: Start gate. 6 discs. First disc 3 yards to right and 2 yards 
forward. The rest of the discs alternate 4 yards apart. 

Start in middle, dribble towards first cone, change direction and go 
to the next and so on. Return to start as quickly as possible after 
last cone. 

Variations: do each variation 5 times. 

Take 2 touches towards the next cone and: 

1. Inside of the foot cut 

2. Outside of the foot 

3. Fake n take 

4. Scissors 

5. V Turn 

6. L Turn 

Coaching points: 

1. Take small touches 

2. Stay low, knees bent, feet apart 

3. Execute skills slowly at first and then speed up. 

NOTE: use the cones as a guide, you don't need to get to each cone. 

  

CLICK ON DEMO 

 

MAROONS SOCCER CLUB 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NY-oMbjRfPs


 

Passing 

Passing: Spend 1 minute on each variation. 

Set Up: Wall, rebounder, sibling or parent! 

1. Wall Passing: 

a. Right foot 1 touch passing 

b. Left foot 1 touch passing 

c. Right foot 2 touch passing 

d. Left foot 2 touch passing 

2. Pass and Receive 

a. Alternating feet, Inside of foot control 

b. Alternating feet, Outside of foot control 

NEW COMBINATIONS: 
c. Pass, outside of foot touch, inside of foot touch pass with 
opposite foot, repeat 

d. Right foot pass, inside of foot touch, outside of foot touch, 
pass and repeat 

e. Left foot pass, inside of left foot touch, outside of left foot 
touch, pass and repeat 

Coaching Points: 

1. Ankle locked to pass. Toes up, heel down 

2. Good contact with side of foot 

3. Relax to control 

  

CLICK ON DEMO 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MWSmYe_yh1Q

